Gladstone Road Primary School
Year 4 W/B 11.05.2020
Story: Garden Birds & The Mysterious Shadow
Reading text: Non-Fiction - Garden Birds
Writing text: The Mysterious Shadow

Resource 1 / Pages 6-9
https://www.pobble365.com/a-mysterious-shadow/

Day 1
Spelling

Focus: Prefix – ‘dis’
Task: How many words can you think of that start with the prefix ‘dis’? Write
the root words as well.
e.g. disappear- dis-appear. Jot the words down in your journal and find out their
meaning.

Reading

Text: Garden Birds
Task: Read the non-fiction text based on Garden Birds. Make a note of the words
that you don’t know the meaning of and find out what they mean. Write their
meanings in your journal.
Resource 1 / Pages 6-9

Writing

Text: The Mysterious Shadow
Task: Look at the picture. Think about and answer the following questions.
• What is the difference between a shadow and a silhouette?
• What causes a shadow?
• Why do shadows sometimes change size?
• Can you make a shadow in a dark room?
• Why are shadows always black?
Resource 2 / Page 10
https://www.pobble365.com/a-mysterious-shadow/

Maths

White Rose Maths
Summer Term / Week 2
Lesson 1: Round decimals
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/

Science

Bird Research
Task: Research from the information sheets in the pack and create an informative
leaflet about birds. Can you display interesting information using bullet points,
paragraphs, diagrams with labels, using headings and subheadings?
Resource 3 / Page 11-12

Day 2
Spelling

Focus: Syllables
Task: Use the words you found yesterday. How many syllables does each one
have?
E.g. disappear = 3 syllables (dis a
ppear)
Write 5 sentences using these words.
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Reading

Text: Garden Birds
Task: Re-read the text again.
• Can you spot the features of the text that tell us it is a non-fiction text?
• How is the text set out that show us it is not a story?
• Note the features in your journal.
Resource 1 / Pages 6-9

Writing

Text: The Mysterious Shadow
A preposition is a word which shows the relationship between one thing and
another.
It may tell you where a thing is in relation to something else.
E.g. The silver, shining bolt was on the door.
It may tell you when something is in relation to another event.
E.g. She refused to leave the room until she knew the coast was clear.
Task: Sentence Challenge. Look at the picture again.
• Can you write 3 sentences that contain prepositions based on The Mysterious
Shadow?
• Is it possible to begin a sentence with a preposition?
• Can you end a sentence with a preposition?
• What about trying to start and end a sentence with a preposition?
Have a go!
Resource 2 / Page 10
https://www.pobble365.com/a-mysterious-shadow/

Maths

White Rose Maths
Summer Term / Week 2
Lesson 2: Halves & Quarters
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/

PSHE

Fair Trade Play Script
Who do you need to thank for your chocolate?
Task: Read the play script and then draw and label all the people who helped you
receive your chocolate.
Resource 4 / Pages 13-15

Day 3
Spelling

Task: Read these Year 3 and 4 words. Write them down, look at the, cover them,
write them again and check them.
• Groan
• Through

• Descent
• Affect

• Crescent
• Scissors

• Actual
• Threw

• Discussion
• Great

• Particular
• Diversion

• Scenery
Reading

Text: Garden Birds
Task: Re-read the non-fiction text based on Garden Birds, then answer the
questions on page 8.
Look for evidence in the Garden Birds text to support your answers and record
your work in your home learning book.
Resource 1 / Pages 6-9
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Writing

Text: The Mysterious Shadow
Sentences are much more exciting if they contain description and detail.
Task: Look at the picture again. Improve these sentences to make them more
interesting and exciting to the reader. Write them neatly in your home learning
book with your handwriting joined.
• The shadow went across the garden.
• The light shone.
• The shadow touched the lock and opened the door.
Resource 2 / Page 10
https://www.pobble365.com/a-mysterious-shadow/

Maths

White Rose Maths
Summer Term / Week 2
Lesson 3: Pounds and Pence
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/

Geography

Tourism: Why is Scarborough so Appealing?
Task: Why do tourists come to Scarborough? Think about attractions, landscape
features, any physical features. Can you create a poster to attract people to come
on holiday to Scarborough showing all the amazing things the town has to offer?
Remember to include a big eye-catching title on your poster.

Day 4
Spelling

Prefix Sort
Task: Complete the prefix sort sheet looking back on prefixes you have already
looked at – ‘un’ and ‘mis’ and this week’s prefix ‘dis’.
Resource 5 / Page 16

Reading

Text: Garden Birds
Task: Answer this question in detail- What would life be like without birds? How
would our lives be affected in a negative way? Gives reasons for your answer
using the text.
Resource 1 / Pages 6-9

Writing

Text: The Mysterious Shadow
Look at the picture again
Task: Story starter!
Can you continue the story after the starter?
How might the person who has created the shadow feel?
What might they do next?
What are they there to do?
What is their mission?
What had they been waiting for and what had they been waiting to do?
Did anyone else appear in the room?
Here is the starter- Can you continue the story?
It happened in the dead of night. The garden light illuminated the person, casting
a mysterious shadow.
As silent as a whisper in the night, the figure stealthily crept towards the green,
wooden doors. Click…The key slipped into the metal lock, the cold mechanisms
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inside responding to the familiar shape of the object that had been slipped inside.
Seeing the padlock pop open as expected, the figure slipped the slender bolt across
into its resting position. The doors groaned agonizingly, the figure turning to
survey the surrounding area, alarmed at the loudness of the sound their actions
had made.
The coast seemed clear. Resuming their mission, the shadow slipped inside the
room. There it was. This was the sight and moment they had been waiting for…
Resource 2 / Page 10
https://www.pobble365.com/a-mysterious-shadow/
Maths

White Rose Maths
Summer Term / Week 2
Lesson 4: Ordering Money
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/

Art

Mackenzie Thorpe
Explore the work of artist. He was the official artist for the 2019 Tour De Yorkshire
Task: Choose your favourite piece and try to recreate it using any media you wish.
Resource 6 / Page 17

Day 5
Spelling

Quiz!
Task: Ask an adult, to say 10 words from this week (either 3/4 words or ‘dis’
words) and write them down.
How many can you spell correctly?

Reading

Text: Garden Birds
Task: Look at paragraph 2 and summarise the main points. Can you draw a
diagram to show how seeds are dispersed by birds?
Resource 1 / Pages 6-9

Writing

Task: Editing and improving.
Read through your story from yesterday.
Check for any spelling and punctuation mistakes and correct them.
Can you think of more powerful and exciting words to use to up-level your work?
Have you varied your sentence starts e.g. used fronted adverbials, powerful verbs,
prepositions?
Can you write your final draft ensuring your handwriting is formed neatly and
your letters are joined?
EXT: Continue the story if you haven’t finished it?

Maths

White Rose Maths
Summer Term / Week 2
Lesson 5: Friday Maths Challenge
Most suitable questions for Y4 are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. You could do the rest as a
family
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/
(continued overleaf…)
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and/or
Task: Practice your 6, 7 and 8 times tables.
Can you begin to recall some of these timetables quickly?
Resource 7 / Page 18
Science

Task: Which birds can you spot? Take the sheet included in the pack on your daily
walk and try to spot the birds.
Resource 8 / Page 19

Don’t forget…..Our science blog gives some brilliant things to try at home
https://grpsscienceblog.wordpress.com
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Resource 3

Fun Bird Facts for Kids
Find out about the largest, smallest and fastest birds, how scientists believe
they evolved, how many different species there are and much more.
• Birds have feathers, wings, lay eggs and are warm blooded.
• There are around 10000 different species of birds worldwide.
• The Ostrich is the largest bird in the world. It also lays the largest eggs and has the fastest
maximum running speed (97 kph).
• Scientists believe that birds evolved from theropod dinosaurs.
• Birds have hollow bones which help them fly.
• Some bird species are intelligent enough to create and use tools.
• The chicken is the most common species of bird found in the world.
• Kiwis are endangered, flightless birds that live in New Zealand. They lay the largest eggs
relative to their body size of any bird in the world.
• Hummingbirds can fly backwards.
• The Bee Hummingbird is the smallest living bird in the world, with a length of just 5cm.
• Around 20% of bird species migrate long distances every year.
• Homing pigeons are bred to find their way home from long distances away and have been
used for thousands of years to carry messages.
What is it that makes an animal a bird?
The main characteristic of a bird is feathers. No other animal has feathers. Other important
features for birds are wings and hollow bones. Birds also lay eggs, like reptiles, however they
are warm-blooded, like mammals.
What are Feathers?
Feathers are made of keratin. This is the same stuff that fingernails are made of. At the centre
of the feather is a hollow shaft called the rachis. Connected to the shaft are lots of thin
branches called barbs. Off of the barbs are even smaller branches called barbules. All of these
branches make a light structure that can gather air to fly.
How do birds fly?
Birds fly by flapping their wings and using air pressure to create lift under their wings. Just
like airplanes do. The peregrine falcon is one of the fastest birds. It can reach speeds of well
over 100 miles per hour when diving.
Feathers are important to birds because they keep them warm, help them to fly, and provide
camouflage. Hollow bones also help in flying because they help make the bird light enough to
fly.
Not All Birds Fly
Although an important characteristic of most birds is flying, not all birds fly. Some birds that
don't fly are penguins, kiwis, and ostriches. Penguins actually spend a good portion of time in
the water where they are prolific swimmers. Ostriches on the other hand are very fast runners.
An ostrich can outrun a horse!
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Types of Birds
There are all sizes of birds. Hummingbirds are some of the smallest birds, while ostriches are
some of the biggest. Different types of birds eat different things. Some birds feed on plants,
some birds eat insects, and still others eat other animals like fish, snakes, or rodents.
Birds are also known for their massive migrating patterns. Some Birds will travel long distances
each season to stay in a climate that is good for their survival. Birds are sometimes kept as
pets. The most popular birds for pets are tropical birds like parrots. Birds also have a history
of helping out humans in various tasks. They can carry messages (homing pigeons) and help
hunt (falcons).
Fun Facts About Birds
•

An ostrich can run as fast as 43 miles per hour and grow as tall as 9 feet.

•

Blue birds can't see the colour blue.

•

The hummingbird can fly backwards, but it can't walk.

•

Condor shells are so thick, it can take a chick a week to break out from its shell.

•

The egg of a kiwi can weigh as much as 20% of the mother's body weight.

•

A pelican's bill can hold up to three gallons of water.

•

Sometimes vultures eat so much they can't fly.
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Resource 4
PSHCE: Fair Trade ~ Who should you thank for your chocolate?
I want you to think about the last meal you ate. What did you have? Who made it for you?
Your mum? Your dad? A brother or sister? Maybe a grandparent? You probably said thank you
at the time. Or maybe you made your own meal? But where did the food come from before
that? A supermarket? A local farm or shop perhaps? How did the food get to the shop or
supermarket? In a lorry? On a boat? And before that, how was it produced, was it grown? Who
grew it? Work your way backwards and imagine where your food grew or how it was produced.
Was it grown in this country? Or far away?
Task: Read this play script and take note of who is responsible for you receiving chocolate.
Play Script
[Scene is the child’s birthday. He/she is unwrapping a gift from his/her grandparent. His/her
parent is there. Child unwraps a chocolate bar.]
Child:

Hooray, this is my favourite chocolate – amazing!! Ah, I can’t wait to eat this
after lunch!

Parent:

And what do you say…?

Child:

YUUUUUM!

Parent:

No… What do you say to your Grandma/Grandpa?

Child:

[to grandparent] Thank you so much! I love it.

Grandparent:

You are very welcome, although in a way you should say thank you to the
shopkeeper in town. I couldn’t have got it without him/her! Hehe!

Child:

You’re right! Let’s go!

Child visits shop keeper
Shopkeeper:

Hello, can I help you?

Child:

I wanted to say thank you so much for my chocolate bar that my
grandma/grandpa bought from you for my birthday!

Shopkeeper:

[laughs] You are most welcome! Happy to help – although it wouldn’t have got
to my shop without the lorry driver who delivers all of my chocolate bars.

Child:

You’re right! Let’s go

Child visits lorry driver
Lorry driver:

[honks horn] Hello? Is everything ok?

Child:

Yes - I just wanted to thank you for driving the lorry that carried the chocolate
bar that the shopkeeper sold and that my grandma/grandpa bought me for my
birthday!

Lorry driver:

[laughs] Oh wow, that is no problem. Although they aren’t my chocolate bars
– I got them from the person who packs them at the factory.

Child:

Ahh, I see – come on then – let’s go!

Child visits packer
Packer:

[looks up from packing his/her boxes and speaks to the lorry driver] Hello, did
you forget something?

Lorry driver:

Oh no, everything is fine. He/she wanted to see you [points at child]
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Child:

I wanted to thank you for packing the chocolate bar that the lorry driver drove,
the shopkeeper sold and my grandma/grandpa bought me for my birthday!

Packer:

[laughs] Well I couldn’t have packed them if they hadn’t been made and
wrapped in this factory.

Child:

I suppose not. Hmm. Come on then, let’s go! [child pulls grandparent,
shopkeeper, lorry driver and the packer off to the side. When they return the
factory worker is there wearing a hair net]

Child visits factory worker
Factory worker: Oh dear, you really shouldn’t be here without hair nets on! [Gives out 5 hair
nets and the group puts them on] That’s better! How can I help you?
Child:

Well, I wanted to say thank you for making the chocolate bar that the packer
packed, the lorry driver drove, the shopkeeper sold and my grandma/grandpa
bought me for my birthday!

Factory worker: Ahh that’s nice. You’re welcome. I suppose I wouldn’t be able to make the
chocolate though without the cocoa that is brought from very far away on a
big ship.
Child: Hmm.

Good point. Right, ok, let’s go! [child pulls grandparent, shopkeeper, lorry
driver, packer and factory worker off to the side. When they return the ship’s
captain is there]

Child visits ship’s captain
Ship’s captain:

You’re lucky you caught me! I’m about to set sail. What can I do for you?

Child:

I wanted to say a big thank you for shipping the cocoa here so that the
chocolate maker could use it to make the chocolate bar that the packer
packed, the lorry driver drove, the shopkeeper sold and my grandma/grandpa
bought me for my birthday!

Ship’s captain:

No problem – I mean of course I couldn’t ship the cocoa if it hadn’t been grown
in the first place so there is probably somebody else that you need to thank…

Child:

Oh goodness… you’re right! None of this would happen without a very
important person. OK, everybody onto the ship. This is going to be a longer
journey!

[child, grandparent, shopkeeper, lorry driver, packer, factory worker and the ship’s captain get
on a pretend boat. When they return to the front the cocoa farmer is there]
Child:

Hello!

Cocoa farmer:

Hello!

Child:

I wanted to say thank you for growing the cocoa in my chocolate bar. I have
thanked everybody who was involved but it seems like you are the most
important person as you grew the cocoa that the shipper shipped, the
chocolate maker used to make the chocolate bars that the packer packed, the
lorry driver drove, the shopkeeper sold and my grandma/grandpa bought me
for my birthday!

Cocoa farmer:

Wow! My cocoa beans have been on quite a journey! Thank you for coming all
this way to thank me. Cocoa farmers work very hard to grow the cocoa beans
that make your chocolate bar so tasty!
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Child:

Mmmm, the beans smell delicious! I’m so glad I was able to meet everybody
that has worked so hard to get my birthday chocolate to me. But goodness…
this was a long journey! [Everybody wipes brow and sits down tired]

Child:

[turns to cocoa farmer] It’s because of you and your cocoa beans that I have
this chocolate bar that tastes so delicious. How can we thank you for your
hard work every time we buy a chocolate bar if you live so far away?

Cocoa farmer:

Every time you buy chocolate with the FAIRTRADE Mark, I am paid fairly for
my hard work. That’s a special way of saying thank you!

THE END
Can you draw all the people who helped get the chocolate to the little boy? Complete this
work in your journal.
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Resource 5
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Resource 6

Artist Mackenzie Thorpe
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Resource 7
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Resource 8

Can you spot any of these birds on your daily walks?
Blue Tits
Did you see any?

___________________________________

Where did you see them?

___________________________________

What were they doing?

___________________________________
___________________________________

Black Birds
Did you see any?

___________________________________

Where did you see them?

___________________________________

What were they doing?

___________________________________
___________________________________

Seagulls
Did you see any?

___________________________________

Where did you see them?

___________________________________

What were they doing?

___________________________________
___________________________________

Thrush
D id you see any?

___________________________________

Where did you see them?

___________________________________

What were they doing?

___________________________________
___________________________________

Did you see anymore? Make any notes of your observations here.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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